Episodic memory requires the hippocampus, which is thought to bind cortical inputs into conjunctive codes. Local field potentials (LFPs) reflect dendritic and synaptic oscillations whose temporal structure may coordinate cellular mechanisms of plasticity and memory. We now report that single-trial spatial memory performance in rats was predicted by the power comodulation of theta (4-10 Hz) and low gamma (30-50 Hz) rhythms in the hippocampus. Theta-gamma comodulation (TGC) was prominent during successful memory retrieval but was weak when memory failed or was unavailable during spatial exploration in sample trials. Muscimol infusion into medial septum reduced the probability of TGC and successful memory retrieval. In contrast, patterned electrical stimulation of the fimbria-fornix increased TGC in amnestic animals and partially rescued memory performance in the water maze. The results suggest that TGC accompanies memory retrieval in the hippocampus and that patterned brain stimulation may inform therapeutic strategies for cognitive disorders.
Episodic memory requires the hippocampus, which is thought to bind cortical inputs into conjunctive codes. Local field potentials (LFPs) reflect dendritic and synaptic oscillations whose temporal structure may coordinate cellular mechanisms of plasticity and memory. We now report that single-trial spatial memory performance in rats was predicted by the power comodulation of theta (4-10 Hz) and low gamma Hz) rhythms in the hippocampus. Theta-gamma comodulation (TGC) was prominent during successful memory retrieval but was weak when memory failed or was unavailable during spatial exploration in sample trials. Muscimol infusion into medial septum reduced the probability of TGC and successful memory retrieval. In contrast, patterned electrical stimulation of the fimbria-fornix increased TGC in amnestic animals and partially rescued memory performance in the water maze. The results suggest that TGC accompanies memory retrieval in the hippocampus and that patterned brain stimulation may inform therapeutic strategies for cognitive disorders.
hippocampus | medial septum | theta-burst stimulation | fimbria-fornix | retrieval E pisodic memory stores the spatial, temporal, and personal contexts of events and requires the brain to represent temporally extended, sequential information (1). Cross-frequency power comodulation (2) , defined as correlated spectral power fluctuations between different frequency waves (3), may provide a mechanism for coding episodic sequences by coordinating neuronal activity in timescales required for synaptic plasticity, memory encoding, and retrieval (4) (5) (6) . A prominent theory suggests that ordered items in memory are coded by subdividing each hippocampal theta cycle (4-10 Hz) with multiple cortical gamma cycles . This temporal formatting may organize episodic sequences as coordinated firing of multiple cell assemblies (7) (8) (9) . The theta-gamma discrete phase code hypothesis has been implemented in computational models (7) , and neocortical thetagamma phase-amplitude correlation is observed in waking rats (10) , accompanies working memory in humans (11) , and recently has been linked to learning item-context associations in rats (12) . Although phase-amplitude relations have been studied, less is known about correlations between theta and gamma power in the processes of memory acquisition and retrieval. Correlated theta and gamma power may be necessary for hippocampus-dependent memory, but this prediction has not been tested directly.
Hippocampal theta and gamma oscillations have been associated independently with memory performance in many tasks. Theta rhythm correlates positively with learning in classical conditioning (13) and human episodic memory tasks (14, 15) . Medial septal (MS) lesions reduce hippocampal theta rhythm and impair spatial memory in rats (16) , as do infusions of muscimol (a GABA A agonist) into the MS (17, 18) . Memory retrieval also has been associated with transient gamma oscillations in CA1 and CA3 (19) . In particular, low gamma (30-50 Hz) activity may help couple CA3 and CA1 processing, allowing "pattern completion" by recurrent circuits to promote memory recall (20) . The amplitude of hippocampal and cortical gamma rhythm is modulated by the phase of local theta oscillations in the hippocampus (9, 10) . Treatments that abolish theta rhythm can leave gamma rhythm intact (21) , but the absence of theta rhythm precludes both assessing theta-modulated gamma rhythm and the relationship between these oscillations and memory mechanisms.
To identify better the physiological signatures that predict memory performance, we infused muscimol into the MS to attenuate theta rhythm and impair memory for spatial episodes in rats and stimulated the fimbria-fornix (FFx) to induce different oscillation patterns in the hippocampus. We assessed memory using a rapidly acquired, one-trial spatial memory paradigm. By comparing hippocampal local field potentials (LFPs) recorded during sample and correct and incorrect match trials, we found that hippocampal theta-gamma comodulation (TGC) predicted memory retrieval performance better than either theta or gamma power considered separately. FFx stimulation modulated theta rhythm, gamma rhythm, and TGC in the dorsal hippocampus. Electrical-stimulation patterns that enhanced TGC facilitated memory performance in rats made amnestic by MS muscimol infusions. Thus the coordinated fluctuation of theta and gamma amplitude revealed a memory mechanism that, when reinstated artificially, ameliorated temporary amnesia.
Results
Memory for spatial episodes was tested in a one-trial, hippocampus-dependent, matching-to-place task in a six-arm radial water maze (22) (Fig. 1A and Fig. S1 ). A submerged escape platform was placed at the end of a pseudorandomly selected goal arm, where it remained for the each of the 10 trials of a daily testing session. In each trial, a rat was placed in the water facing the end of a pseudorandomly determined start arm and could escape by swimming to the hidden platform. On the first (sample) trial, the rat had to discover the platform location by trial and error. Optimal performance required encoding the platform location on the first trial and using memory to return directly to the correct arm on the subsequent nine match trials (intertrial interval, 30 s). The platform was put in a different arm in each test session, requiring rats to learn a different goal each day. Hippocampal LFPs were assessed in each rat (n = 6) by vertically staggered bipolar recording electrodes implanted and histologically verified to span the dorsal hippocampus ( Fig. 1 B and C and Fig. S1 B-D) . Rhythmic oscillations in the hippocampus were manipulated by infusing either saline or muscimol into the MS via Author contributions: P.S., P.R.R., and M.L.S. designed research; P.S. performed research; P.R.S. and M.L.S. analyzed data; and P.S. and M.L.S. wrote the paper.
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an indwelling cannula 30 min before the sample trial. LFPs were recorded during swimming throughout each test session.
MS Inactivation Impaired Memory and Reduced Theta Power. When infused with saline (the control condition), rats demonstrated excellent memory for the initial, sample episode by returning directly to the goal in match trials. The rats rarely entered incorrect arms, and their swim paths were short (Fig. 1D ). When the MS was inactivated (MSI) by muscimol infusion 25-30 min before the trial, the same rats typically showed severe and significant memory impairment (Fig. 1E ) and strongly attenuated theta rhythm (Fig. 2 A-C). Both theta power and peak theta frequency were reduced significantly in MSI trials compared with control trials (MSI = 7.9 Hz ± 0.25, control = 8.9 Hz ± 0.2, t 2,90 = −3.1, P = 0.002). In contrast, gamma power and peak frequency were equivalent in the two conditions (control = 34. Hz ± 0.5, MSI = 33. Hz ± 0.58, P = 0.16). We therefore hypothesized that trial-to-trial fluctuations in mean theta power would predict MSI-related memory impairments. Because successful trials (trials with one or no errors) were interspersed with error trials (trials with more than one error) throughout MSI test sessions, we could test this hypothesis by comparing each trial's LFPs with its corresponding measures of memory performance (Tables S1 and S2 give group statistics). Trial-wise memory performance (e.g., escape distance), however, was not predicted by the mean theta power during the trial (Fig.  2D) . Indeed, neither theta power (Fig. 2D ) nor gamma power (Fig. 2E) , nor the theta/gamma ratio (Fig. 2F) predicted memory success or failure (R 2 < 0.1, P > 0.05), and the trial-averaged powers of theta and gamma rhythms were uncorrelated (R 2 < 0.01, P > 0.05) (Fig. 2G) .
TGC Predicted Single-Trial Episodic Memory Performance. Because neither trial-averaged theta power nor gamma power predicted performance from trial to trial, we hypothesized that the power comodulation of these rhythms might be informative. Theoretical and computational models have proposed that coordinated theta and gamma oscillations (gamma rhythm nested within theta rhythm) provide a basic neural mechanism for memory coding (7). We therefore tested whether variance in memory performance from trial to trial was predicted by the magnitude of theta power and gamma power correlation, i.e., by coincident power fluctuations between the two frequency bands. To measure how the spectral power of gamma and theta rhythms covaried in time, we generated cross-frequency correlation plots (3) for each trial (Fig. 3 and Fig. S2 ). Prominent frequencies were identified as bulges extending from the diagonal axis; cross-frequency comodulation was revealed by high correlation values between frequency bands. Table S1 ). n = 6 rats. Error bars in D and E indicate SE; *, P < 0.001. We defined TGC operationally as the average power correlation between 30-50 Hz gamma oscillations and the 4-10 Hz theta rhythm (dashed boxes in Fig. 3 A-F) .
We found that normal rats typically showed high TGC and good memory performance on all match trials, whereas MSI treatment typically reduced TGC and performance. MSI treatment increased the probability of memory failure and the variance in both memory performance and TGC (Fig. 3 A-C) , whereas both measures showed less variance in control conditions (Fig. 3 D-F) . By comparing all control and MSI trials in all rats, we found that TGC strongly predicted memory success whether the treatments were considered separately or together ( Fig. 3G ; control: n = 45, R = 0.50; MSI: n = 36, R = 0.24, P < 0.05). In contrast, the correlation was minimal between memory performance and either theta or gamma power considered individually (Fig. 2 D and E) . TGC was not correlated with behavioral variables such as swimming speed, trial number, or day of treatment (Figs. S3 and S4 ). Theta power comodulation with alpha (12-20 Hz) or beta (20-30 Hz) band power did not predict memory performance (Fig. S2C) . The results suggest that cross-frequency comodulated activity in the theta and gamma bands may be fundamental to hippocampal memory mechanisms. We further investigated this hypothesis by comparing averaged comodulation plots generated separately for successful and error trials after MSI ( Fig. S2 A and B) . The difference between the plots revealed that successful trials were associated with markedly increased TGC ( Fig. 3 H and I) . Indeed, the average TGC (0.8) in successful trials was twice that in error trials (0.4). Across all rats and trials, successes and errors were distinguished by TGC values (P < 0.01, Fig. 3J ), and comodulation values above a threshold (∼0.65) were associated exclusively with success. Theta and gamma power fluctuations during the course of individual trials exemplify the general finding: Memory success was correlated with coordinated changes in theta power and gamma power (Fig. 3K, Upper) , whereas during memory failure the power dynamics in the two frequency bands were uncorrelated (Fig. 3K, Lower) . This general result also was obtained when we limited the comodulation analysis to only the first 4 s of each trial: TGC, but not trial-averaged theta or gamma power, was best correlated with memory performance.
TGC Was High During Memory Retrieval but Not During Spatial
Exploration. TGC predicted memory performance across MSI and stimulation conditions, but the correlation could be caused by other variables, such as general hippocampal impairment rather than selective memory processes. To distinguish between these possibilities, we compared control TGC during exploration in sample trial 1, when specific memory information could not guide accurate behavior, and successful match trials (2-10) that demonstrated accurate memory retrieval. TGC was nearly 3-fold stronger during successful retrieval than during spatial exploration (trial 1 vs. trials 2-10, F 9,49 = 3.7, P < 0.001), even though all measures of overt spatial behavior (e.g., swimming speed) were similar throughout (Fig. S3A) . The present results show that TGC accompanies memory retrieval, not merely spatial behavior. The relationship between TGC and memory acquisition remains to be determined.
Patterned FFx Stimulation Enhanced TGC and Episodic Memory
Performance During Temporary Amnesia. MSI reduced TGC and concurrently impaired memory performance, extending previous reports that attenuating theta rhythm impairs memory (16, 23) . We reasoned that if TGC is required for memory and is impaired by MSI, then perhaps increasing TGC could improve performance during treatments that are otherwise amnestic. To test this hypothesis, we attempted to increase TGC artificially by using FFx stimulation to influence hippocampal oscillations (Fig. 4 A-C) . Three stimulation protocols compared the effect of theta, highfrequency (100 Hz), and theta-burst stimulation (TBS), which nested high-frequency activity within theta envelopes (Methods and SI Methods). Artificial theta stimulation delivered square-wave pulses at 7.7 Hz (24), evoked stimulus-locked responses (25) , and was intended to enhance hippocampal theta power during MSI + theta-stimulation trials. High-frequency stimulation delivered identical pulses at 100 Hz. TBS, which increases both theta and gamma power (26) , delivered four-pulse 500-Hz bursts at 7.7 Hz. Each stimulation protocol was delivered throughout an entire testing session.
TBS enhanced memory performance in MSI rats compared with MSI alone (Fig. 5A, Fig. S3 C and D, and Table S1 ) and significantly increased TGC (Fig. 5B and Table S2 ). The absolute magnitude of theta or gamma power alone did not predict memory performance in any MSI + stimulation protocols (Fig. S5) . Thus, artificially induced TGC partially rescued spatial memory performance, suggesting that TGC engages a critical memory mechanism. Indeed, high TGC significantly predicted successful performance regardless of stimulation condition (Fig. 5 and Figs. S5C and S6) .
As a positive control, each stimulation protocol also was given after saline infusion to determine how stimulation altered performance and LFPs in otherwise normal rats. No stimulation protocol given after saline significantly impaired performance, indicating that FFx stimulation does not necessarily interfere with memory mechanisms (Table S1 ). TBS significantly increased TGC compared with all groups except control (ANOVA: F 7,334 = 17.53, P < 0.001) (Fig. 5B) . The same trend was observed in TGC vs. control (P = 0.06; Table S2 ). Task performance was linearly related to TGC across trials within all but two treatment conditions considered individually (control + 100 Hz and MSI + theta, P < 0.09; Fig. S6 ).
TGC Predicted Memory Performance Within and Across Treatments. If TGC is a common requirement for successful memory retrieval, then TGC should predict performance across behavior measures and treatments. We quantified the relationship between different LFP measurements and trialwise memory performance using linear and logistic regression models (Fig. S6 I and J) . Theta power, gamma power, TGC, and the interactions among these measures were used to predict escape distance, latency, and errors for all retrieval trials in all rats and treatment conditions. TGC was significantly and inversely correlated with each performance measure and thereby predicted successful memory, in contrast to the other measures or their interactions. Gamma power considered alone was significantly correlated with poor performance. Different stimulation treatments significantly altered, and in some cases increased, theta or gamma band power without simultaneously increasing either TGC or memory performance. For example, strong gamma power in the absence of correlated theta power (and vice versa) appeared detrimental to memory (Fig. S6) . Thus, TGC closely predicted behavioral success, suggesting that the neural mechanisms for remembering episodes include a finely tuned control of theta and gamma rhythms.
Discussion
By combining a sensitive test of memory for spatial episodes with temporary circuit disruption and targeted brain stimulation, we measured, and to a degree controlled, a physiological signature that predicted memory performance. We found that (i) MSI treatment disrupted memory performance and decoupled theta and gamma rhythms; (ii) TGC predicted successful memory retrieval on a trialby-trial basis; and (iii) stimulation patterns that increased TGC enhanced memory performance in otherwise amnestic animals. The results suggest that cross-frequency power correlations in the hippocampus are important for memory-guided behavior and may help explain why simple theta-rhythm stimulation of the FFx has such variable influence on spatial learning after septal inactivation (27) . To be useful for memory, apparently, theta oscillations must be coupled with gamma oscillations. (Table S1 ). (B) Treatment conditions vs. TGC (ANOVA: F 7,334 = 17.52, P < 0.001) (Table S2 ). Control + TBS (StimTBS) condition is significantly greater than all conditions except control. Note that the figure shows TGC values as Pearson's r; the ANOVA analyzed Fisher's z transforms of these (Methods). Not all significant differences are indicated in the figure; further details are given in Tables S1 and S2 .
The temporal coordination of theta and gamma rhythms has been proposed to code sequential memory retrieval in familiar circumstances (28, 29) , to encode sequential representations during learning (7, 8) , and to facilitate the induction of synaptic plasticity (30, 31) . The discrete theta-phase coding hypothesis suggests that items in memory are coded by subdividing each hippocampal theta cycle (4-10 Hz) with multiple cortical gamma cycles Hz) (7, 32) . The model predicts item order is coded by the theta phase of each gamma cycle. The present experiment provides strong evidence that correlated hippocampal theta and gamma power are important to memory but did not assess phase coding. Similarly, we assessed TGC during memory retrieval but not during acquisition; TGC may have occurred when the rat found and stood upon the hidden platform during the sample trial. Thus, our results confirm the importance of TGC in memory retrieval and do not exclude the possibility that similar dynamics occur during learning. The results do make clear, however, that the magnitude of TGC does not depend simply upon moving through space. TGC was low during sample trial exploration, when memory could not guide specific behavior, and varied with memory performance during retrieval trials, even when the rats moved through the same places during sample and correct and incorrect matching trials. Memory, rather than overt spatial behavior, best predicted cross-frequency power coupling in the hippocampus.
Hippocampal gamma oscillations span 30-100 Hz, and the low (30-50 Hz) and high (50-100 Hz) bands typically occur during different theta cycles (20) . In CA1, low-frequency gamma rhythm occurs synchronously with similar oscillations in CA3, whereas high-frequency gamma rhythm synchronizes with medial entorhinal cortex layer III (20) . Low-frequency gamma rhythm may thereby signal important input from CA3, whose recurrent circuitry has been implicated in "pattern completion" and other aspects of memory retrieval, whereas high-frequency gamma rhythm may promote memory encoding by engaging CA1 synaptic plasticity mechanisms (20) . Although the LFP sampling rate precluded a thorough analysis of gamma oscillations in the highfrequency range, we found that the correlation between theta and low-frequency gamma power was prominent and predicted performance (Fig. 3) , consistent with the notion that low-frequency gamma rhythm contributes to memory-retrieval mechanisms.
Our recording electrodes spanned CA1, so the LFPs we observed probably were influenced by activity in the dentate gyrus and perhaps in CA3. Indeed, the same recording site is sensitive to population spikes and excitatory postsynaptic potentials evoked by perforant path stimulation of the dentate gyrus (33) . Consequently, the results do not distinguish among the LFP generators localized in different subfields of the hippocampus. Rather, they probably reflect the sum of volume-conducted potentials in the dorsal hippocampus. Cognitive demand may modulate TGC locally throughout anatomically distributed theta dipoles in the hippocampus (34) . Future experiments must determine more precisely the sources of these oscillations. Moreover, although our intent was to activate septo-hippocampal axons by stimulating the FFx, such stimulation induces widespread and complex effects. FFx stimulation, through both orthodromic and antidromic spikes, probably affected the activity of neurons in the mammillary bodies, brainstem, CA3, subiculum, and other regions. The functional consequences of FFx stimulation on memory-guided behavior may depend on a combination of these effects, and future experiments should assess the relative contributions of these mechanisms.
Although the extent to which memory impairments during pathological states or neurocognitive aging reflect a dysregulation of theta-gamma coupling mechanisms is not fully determined, disrupted coupling in multiple frequency bands occurs in Alzheimer's disease, autism, and schizophrenia (35) . A recent deep brain stimulation trial for obesity therapy serendipitously evoked vivid recall of remembered episodes in a single patient (36) after high-frequency stimulation (>100 Hz). The stimulating electrode was misplaced from its target and apparently activated ipsilateral mesial temporal lobe structures via stimulation of en passant axons of the fornix. The present results suggest that patterned stimulation protocols or other means of driving comodulation of specific brain oscillations might provide a useful approach for developing therapeutic treatments for neurocognitive disorders.
Methods
Animals. Six 3-month-old male Long-Evans rats (350-400 g) (Harlan Laboratories) were housed individually and maintained on a 12-h light/dark cycle with food and water available ad libitum. The rats were acclimated to the vivarium and handling for 1 week. All procedures with animals met National Institutes of Health guidelines and were approved by the Mount Sinai Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Experimental Design. The experimental design is shown in Fig. S1 . Rats were implanted with infusion cannulae and electrodes. After recovery from surgery, each rat was pretrained for 2 days in a radial water maze and then was assigned to a pseudorandom sequence of stimulation and infusion treatments. Each rat was given one treatment each day for 10 days while behavior and physiology were recorded, was tested untreated in the same task for an additional day, and then was given muscimol infusions and tested in a hippocampus-independent cue-approach task in the same apparatus. Electrode and cannula placements were inspected histologically, and only rats with correct placements (n = 6) were included in the study.
Surgery. Rats were anesthetized with 2.5-5.0% isofluorane (Baxter) and positioned in a stereotaxic frame. The scalp was incised and retracted, and five skull holes were drilled for screw placement. Two skull screws were soldered to magnetic wire (32 gauge; Belden Wire) affixed with Amphenol pins for ground. A guide cannula (C/315; Plastics One) [anteroposterior (AP) 0.2 mm; mediolateral (ML) 1.06 mm; and dorsoventral (DV) −6.09 mm relative to bregma, 10°tilt from normal in the ML plane], a recording electrode (AP −3.8 mm, ML −2.5 mm, DV −3.2 mm), and a stimulating electrode (AP −0.8 mm, ML 0.95 mm, DV −3.92 mm, 14°tilt in the ML plane) were lowered to their targets in the MS, hippocampus, and FFx, respectively. Electrodes were inserted into a Carleton nine-pin plug (Carleton University), and the electrodes, cannula, and plug were fixed to the skull with Grip Cement (Dentsply Inc.). A dummy cannula (Plastics One) was inserted into the guide cannula, and the animals were returned to the housing facility and allowed to recover for 10 days.
Electrical Apparatus and Stimulation. Bipolar electrodes used for stimulation and recording (stainless steel enamel-coated wire, 100-μm diameter; MWS Wire Co.) had tips separated vertically by 0.5 mm for FFx electrodes and by 1 mm for hippocampus electrodes. Two channels recorded LFPs differentially between the poles of the bipolar hippocampus electrode. The signals were preamplified by a headstage source follower, conveyed through a tether cable and commutator, amplified (1-300 Hz bandpass filter; Grass Instruments P511), and digitized by computer (1-s sweeps, 200-Hz sample rate) (Datawave Technologies). One tip of the bipolar hippocampus electrode was placed above the pyramidal cell layer of CA1, and the other tip was placed in the hippocampal fissure (Fig. 1B  and Fig. S1 ). Large-movement or electrical artifacts trials were excluded from further analysis. Because the sampling rate of LFPs in our study (200 Hz) was substantially smaller than that required to detect stimulus artifacts (with a pulse width of 100 μs, equivalent to 10 kHz) in the raw data, stimulus artifacts did not appear in the recorded waveforms (Fig. S7) . TGC electrical-stimulation parameters and separate experiments to verify that the sampling rate did not significantly influence the results are described in SI Methods.
MS Infusions. Animals were lightly anesthetized with 5% isofluorane just before infusion (0.25 μL/min) of either saline (0.5 μL, 0.9%) or muscimol (0.5 μL; 0.1 μg/μL muscimol in saline; Sigma). A 33-gauge injector cannula passed through the guide cannula and connected to a Hamilton microsyringe with an electronic drive (Harvard). The cannula was left in place for 3 min after infusion. Behavior and stimulation experiments started 30 min later, ∼10 min after rats recovered fully from anesthesia and were mobile. The efficacy of muscimol was assessed by visually comparing hippocampal theta amplitude after MSI with prior recordings after saline infusions. The assessment was done by an experimenter blind to the treatment condition.
Behavior. The radial-arm water maze was a circular tank (170 cm in diameter, 63.5 cm high) with six equally spaced triangular dividers used to create six arms (Fig. 1C) . The tank was filled 38 cm deep with water (24 ± 2°C) made opaque with white tempera paint (Dick Blick Art Materials). A clear Plexiglas platform (10.5 × 10.5 cm) was placed at the end of one arm, adjacent to the wall of the tank and submerged 2 cm. The goal arm was selected pseudorandomly at the start of each testing session, and the platform remained in place throughout the 10 trials of that session. For each trial, the start arm was chosen pseudorandomly from among the five remaining arms, with the pseudorandom sequence repeating after trial 5. During cue-approach trials the platform was marked by a prominent black landmark. A computerized tracking system (Datawave Technologies) recorded and analyzed swim-path data, including escape distance (in centimeters), latency to reach the platform (in seconds), and the average swim speed.
Each testing session had 10 trials. At the start of each trial, the rat was placed in the water at the edge of the tank, facing the wall, and was allowed 60 s to locate the platform; animals failing to escape were guided to the platform. The rat was allowed to rest on the platform for 15 s and was then was placed on a waiting stage for an additional 15 s before the start of the next trial (30-s intertrial interval). Errors were counted when the rat's hind legs entered a nongoal arm. Successful trials were defined operationally as trials with one or no errors; all other trials were considered errors. Cue testing and behavioral manipulations are described in SI Methods.
Histology. Rats were perfused intracardially with 4% paraformaldehyde, and the brains were postfixed and cryoprotected in solutions of 4% paraformaldehyde and 18% or 30% sucrose. Serial 50-μm sections were cut on a freezing sliding microtome and stained with thionin (37) . The placement of the MS cannula and the two bipolar electrodes was confirmed by microscopic inspection (Fig. S1 ).
Spectral and Cross-Frequency Comodulation Analysis. Spectrograms were calculated with the multitaper spectrogram using the Matlab Chronux Toolbox (MathWorks) (SI Methods). Cross-frequency comodulograms were generated for each trial by taking the cross-correlation of the single-trial spectrogram across all frequencies. Comodulation was measured as the correlation between the spectral power time series for all pairs of frequencies. TGC was defined as the mean correlation values within the thetagamma intersection range (dashed box in Fig. 3 A-F and SI Methods).
Statistical Analysis. All statistical analysis and processing routines were programmed in Matlab 7.7 (Mathworks) using custom-written code. ANOVA charts and regression models were calculated using Systat 12 (www.systat. com). Linear regressions used the ordinary least-squares method. TGC power correlation (r) values were transformed by Fisher's z (to normalize variance) before calculating linear regressions. Unless otherwise indicated, task-performance measures were compared across conditions using repeatedmeasures eight-way ANOVAs and Fisher's least significant difference (LSD) posthoc tests. For all comparisons, α = 0.05.
